World Heavyweight Champion George Foreman, retained his title by achieving a technical knock-out in Caracas, Venezuela over challenger Ken Norton. The TKO came in the second round of the 15 round contest after Foreman had floored Norton three times.

Mrs. Randolph Hearst, mother of kidnapped Patricia Hearst, said in a telephone interview from New York that she is beginning to lose hope that Patricia will be returned safely. She said that it has been such a long time and she feels very discouraged.

A West Berlin court recently acquitted a 51-year old carpenter of strangling his wife on the grounds that he was temporarily insane. It seems that his wife, who suffered insomnia, stayed up during the night solving crossword puzzles, and often woke her husband to ask his advice. The strangling occurred after the wife had awakened her husband 4 times in one night.

The San Francisco Chronicle recently reported that top planners at Standard Oil of California drew up a confidential document in Dec., 1968, advising that the San Francisco based company and other industry giants limit their oil production in the Middle East. The study revealed that the officials were alarmed at that time over the prospects of too much oil being produced in the world, rather than a scarcity.

Don't forget the Levi Ball, May 3rd at the Village. Tickets Now on Sale!!!

GAY CULTURE moves ahead. Review the exhibit of photographers at the deYoung Museum. One photographer has been picked out of many to represent gay art. If you are into art & photography see this display. NOTE: Make sure to BRING DICK - remember him - junk jewelry and all - pure insanity - Check him out at the Rear End. It's worth it.

THE WINDJAMMER not only has a new style of decor but a new style of entertainment. Gary Schneider. The much followed Gary, will start there this week, after he gets that huge organ of his moved in.

RUMOR has it that Mark Calhoun of the Truck Stop and an unidentified friend will appear at the Golden Awards as the couple of the year. Just rumor of course.

DID you enjoy the pictures of “Mr. Jockey Shorts” on the cover. See him in person at the End Up's Jockey show Dance content April 7.

ANOTHER RUMOR. Robert Nicholas Walker, who appeared in Kalendar 2 issues ago, will appear at the Levi Ball. Just another rumor of course.

NERVOUS TENSION. To prevent it, it is commonly known, one must express oneself. Release the emotions. Now, if that's true Kish of Watergate West should be a very calm person. He does express himself, Blue cheese dressing anyone?

ROYAL DRESS maker busy at work! The Empress has directed that a Levis gown be made for her attendance at the Levi Ball. Can ya' beat it - madness.

CHP is this month's cover personality, a 5'7" Gemini, recently from Honolulu. He's 24, 150 lbs, an instructor at the Apollo's Temple of Body Building, and Boot Camp's 1974 MR SHORTS title holder. His interests? Everything from show music to classic, weight training, advertising illustration, and tap dancing. "I'm hyper-active, always running around doing things!!" A self-proclaimed Mickey Mouse freak and certified nut, he hopes to remain in the Bay Area for years to come. Wonderful!!

Cover
A Letter To Looie

I'm not a critic as an
I write about are meant to bring you
happiness, a bit of enjoyment, a
little exposure, and a new turn-on
I like."

"If you do something, you're in the nucleus of
social interaction. You're in a social situation."

"I must admit that when I heard
of this event I didn't leap up with
breath, but finally decided that people
I should take a look-see for
myself. I was not only Impressed,
but I also came away with a
sense of the warmth and gratitude
as an audience."
By GENE ARCERI

Friday, March 29th

Lucille Ball is in town for a few days, Lucille Ball, who has been building and expanding her career to become the new Warner Bros. star, now becomes Vera Charles, a gin-dunking stage star, in "Marne." And Beatrice Arthur, known to Tuesday night TV audiences as the abrasive Maude, now becomes Vera Charles, a gin-dunking stage star, in "Marne." Here she is writing a letter to Maude, the first smart gypsy who taught him to drive a car.

DEAR AUNTIE MAE — This persuasive letter is Bruce Davison, playing the groom, Patrick Dennis in the new Warner Bros. film musical, "Marne." Here he is writing a letter to Maude, the first smart gypsy who taught him to drive a car.

DEAR AUNTIE MAE — This persuasive letter is Bruce Davison, playing the groom, Patrick Dennis in the new Warner Bros. film musical, "Marne." Here he is writing a letter to Maude, the first smart gypsy who taught him to drive a car.

Lucille Ball, who has been building and expanding her career to become the new Warner Bros. star, now becomes Vera Charles, a gin-dunking stage star, in "Marne." Here she is writing a letter to Maude, the first smart gypsy who taught him to drive a car.

DEAR AUNTIE MAE — This persuasive letter is Bruce Davison, playing the groom, Patrick Dennis in the new Warner Bros. film musical, "Marne." Here he is writing a letter to Maude, the first smart gypsy who taught him to drive a car.
Man on the Move

An interview with Thom Paine by David L. Rinker

"You're not going to get away from me," Larry told him. "You're not going to hide, because you're honest and I really like you."

"I do," Thom replied. "If you don't want me, I won't be here.

Thom appreciates Larry's concern and consciously checks himself to a slower pace. He has been managing two san francisco theaters in controversy, (See last issue of B. A. R.,)

Two years ago he was interviewed by the owners of the LAUREL Theatre and they asked him why he thought he could manage it.

"I was seeking to run a restaurant before I knew you, and I don't think I'd be able to, I have 4 theaters."

"You're telling me you're having problems with your present employers? I'm telling you I'm the person you need."

There was an impressive list of accomplishments on his resume, too, including ten years of different administrative jobs—all with impeccable references.

Thom was quoted as saying; "Who are they to say what people can do?"

Thom was quoted as saying, "What are they to say what people can do?"

The LAUREL was a showcase on one of the most interesting streets of san francisco. Thom was soon a controversial figure.

The LAUREL became a clean, comfortable place in which to watch films of an erotic nature. There was a free coffee in the lobby, a clean bathroom with walls exuding apple pie and virtue while mimicking Bette Davis or any of a number of other stars he grew up watching.

"I love you because you're honest and I really like you."

But he's a busy man and there's electricity around him even when he's going at half his usual speed.

Thom appreciatively at Larry's concern and conciously checks himself to a slower pace.

"You're telling me you're having problems with your present employers? I'm telling you I'm the person you need."

He was hired.

"I was looking to turn it over to a gay theater and was doing record business."

The POWELL was a showcase on one of the most historic streets of san francisco. There were two raunchy-type one might have about the manager of a pornographic theatre. He's open, kind and honest, equaling apple pie and virtue while mimicking Bette Davis or any of a number of other stars he grew up watching.

The LAUREL prospered and Thom was given another chance to manage a theater. This time it was the Historic Powell at the beginning of the cable car line.

When Animal lovers opened he was again involved in a gay theatre and was doing record business.

"The Powell was a showcase on one of the most historic streets of san francisco. There were two raunchy-type one might have about the manager of a pornographic theatre. He's open, kind and honest, equaling apple pie and virtue while mimicking Bette Davis or any of a number of other stars he grew up watching.

The LAUREL was a clean, comfortable place in which to watch films of an erotic nature. There was a free coffee in the lobby, a clean bathroom with walls exuding apple pie and virtue while mimicking Bette Davis or any of a number of other stars he grew up watching."

(An interview with Thom Paine by David L. Rinker)
CASTRO VILLAGE

TRUCKIN'

with Axle

STREAKIN', TWEAKIN', ARIES

Dear Andre,

"San Bruno Hilton", just a hop, skip and a jump from the ever-changing city... and we are here in a patriotic gesture, have a chance to visit the San Francisco Hilton in peace. We are interested in learning about the hotel to which we are headed.

We are interested in learning about the hotel to which we are headed.

The walls are a tired, worn, yet beautiful fabric, and the atmosphere is warm and inviting. The hotel is a perfect place for a weekend getaway or a short vacation.

There is a sense of history and tradition at the San Bruno Hilton, with elegant and classic decor. The guestrooms are spacious and beautifully appointed, offering a comfortable and luxurious stay.

The hotel offers a range of amenities and services, including a full-service spa, a fitness center, and a variety of dining options. There is also a rooftop pool and a lounge area where guests can relax and unwind.

We are excited to explore the Hotel San Bruno Hilton and all it has to offer, and we look forward to spending a memorable stay here. If you have any questions or require further information, please feel free to contact us.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
April Fool Party!

Mon. 1st - Hula Hoop Contest 9pm
Tue. 2nd - Fried Chicken Eating Contest 9pm
Wed. 3rd - Balloon Blowing Contest, Go-Go Boys, Cash Prizes 9pm

EVERY SUNDAY

$1.00 Comer Croce bring your instrument to the Did Up. Spm

EVERY MONDAY

10pm CoCo Boys at the End Up

EVERY TUESDAY

8:30pm Dancing in San Francisco's Ultimate Dance Bar NUnd Shaft

EVERY WEDNESDAY

7:45 am Sun trines Neptune

EVERY THURSDAY

12-11pm 1st An. Spring Festival, 1st Wed—membership meeting, Plus Ten of Hollywood

EVERY FRIDAY

9pm Let's Make A Deal, Wild Goose

EVERY SATURDAY

6pm Lesbian drop in, upstairs. Bishop's, 2319 Market Street

EVERY SUNDAY

9pm Contumnity Softball, Portola

Mr. Kalendar

April

30 March

BUY A TICKET AND VOTE

31 March

Candidate list

Tickets will be available at the Village May 5th. as voting begins.
Darlings!

by La Kish

The Gay Liberation Follies is a show based on the idea of presenting a group of people in drag, with a focus on the liberation of gay rights. The show is a satirical take on traditional gender roles and societal expectations, highlighting the importance of self-expression and freedom of choice. It features performances by various drag artists, including La Kish, as they explore themes of identity, love, and acceptance.

We'll have to do our thing again tonight —- no doubt. We'll start with the usual —- fat fairy in chiffon, a dumpy manly cowboy gear, love it —- this time, there will also be a dance contest. We'll have to do our thing again and again and again.

Sunday April 7 7pm
Jocky Short Dance
*Contest!* *

1st Prize
Stereo Radio (value $50)
& $50 cash

2nd Prize
$20 Cash & Drink Tokens

and a

Bill Haley

Rock-Around-The-Clock

Record Give Away!

"WHERE IT ALL STARTS"
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1st Prize
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2nd Prize
$20 Cash & Drink Tokens

and a
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Rock-Around-The-Clock

Record Give Away!

"WHERE IT ALL STARTS"
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Mr. Kalender's
LEVI-BALL

SHOW!

2 LIVE BANDS!

2 BIG FLOORS OF FUN!

PARADE OF CONTESTANTS

HUGE BALLOON DROP

Tickets $5. Now available at:

Mind Shaft
CISSYS SALOON
LAUREL
GRAMOPHONE
APOLLO'S TEMPLE
BUZZBY'S
TRUCK STOP
CABARET

Mecca Comter
GRAPE
FOLSOH BUISON
WILD GOOSE

901 COLUMBUS AVE. S.F.
Fri. May 3rd
8:30pm

$6.50 at Door

All Photos of Chip by James Armstrong

Chip
APOLLO'S TEMPLE
of Body Building
851 O'Farrell 474-0776
This Coupon Good For One Free Lesson
In Beginning Body Building Tues. & Thurs., 8:30 PM. Absolutely No Charge or Obligation.
News Caps

(Can't See Page 1)

By the time the song was finished a mellow evening mood had fallen on the congregation. The wind also had died a little and a coolness crept into it.

Per Line!

IF YOU USE TELEPHONE, CALL ME ON 24 HOUR MESSAGE BOARD, 333-6651.

Adline looking in the east window, where there were no crowds, saw there in Peter's eyes for him break down the walls of his resistance.

Credited as having the most self-assured of us all, Peter was not "good" or "bad" or "pretty" or "ugly." He was simply Peter, and that was enough for him.

The wind had died a little and a coolness crept into it.
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GA RY SCHNEIDER
NOW
PRESENTS
for your listening, dancing,
singing and camping pleasure.

WINDJAMMER
SALOON
645 GEARY ST.
SAN FRANCISCO

OPEN EVERY NIGHT
10 A.M. TO 2 A.M.
SAT & SUN.
DANCING TILL 1 A.M.

Call:
935 421 6530

Kalend ar
FREE

Chip
Boot Camp's Mr.
Jockey Shorts 4